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Plate 21 SUCCESSION CAUSED BY LOGGING AND BURNING 
This picture shows the 
good pomaderris regener-
ation occurring on a site 
that previously carried an 
understorey dominated by 
Nothofagus. 
The effect is produced 
only on certain types of 
rainforest which have had 
a high proportion of wet 
sclerophyll in the mixture 
that regenerated after the 
previous fire. The wet 
sclerophyll plants have 
for the most part died out 
but the stock of ground 
stored seed ensures its 
reappearance after the 
next fire. 
When this next fire occurs after logging and 
after the felling of the rainforest seed trees the 
pomaderris regeneration ~s no rainforest shade, no 
rainforest seed, little "wet fern". In other words 
there is a definite succession from rainforest to wet 
sclerophyll understorey. 
It is quite false to reverse two observations in 
time and conclude that dense pomaderris regeneration 
' . 
becomes Nothofagus rai nforest understorey in 100 years. 
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Plate 22 TUE S . 18 WE SCL1 ROPllYLL PATCH 
This is a s 11 aroa 
0£ E . obliqua , E . recnans 
£ore t with a wet scloro-
phyll understoroy in a sea 
of E. regnans forest with n 
rain forest un erstor y . 
This patch has been 
burnt at least one every 
50 years while th surround-
ing fore t has not b en 
burnt for .350 years . 
The presence 0£ the 
stringy barko E . obligua 
probably accounts £or the 
local conversion of sparks 
into spot fire • llowevor 
th f aot that these fires 
wer regularly li ited to 
the sam area can only b 
attributed to well defined 
dif£orences in the pattern 
of £u 1 ocumulation . 
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are particularly valuable in this way . "<~ All 
1ogging 1s now done within a pre-marked boundary and 
~ only one or two short periods of logging proauc 
.clear coup,.,. 
The findings from these r ecords are summarised 
low#-
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advanc rowth . Trac tor 
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Unburnt.. IIighl ad 
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TOTAL 6151 ac 
Corr et d ~r qu noi 
(a e t xt) 
th 
Y ar 
1 
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(16) 
-
sine f'ire( or since lo c:Lng i:f 
Ul\~untt). 
2 ' 4 5 
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(4,56) 
11~ 
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.1 . .. 4 
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20 0 
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1 . ) 
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12 . 4 
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st din g rainf"ore t remnant did not r g-en rat unl. s burnt , 
0nd th t unburnt hi 1 ad ar s eh h d h d r n:f rest und r-
tor y di t r g nerate . As a r ult o:f thi analy is coup s 
of' neither typ woro urv ycd until tr at d to obtain r gon rat~ 
Th sw r to th con qu tion was ao hat biass d . 
The alysis 1 dicated that th r a an i prov mont in stock-
ing of' n ar1y 1 , ov r th t'our y ar pario Year 1 to Year 5 · 
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!ie also sub-di vi.decl each dmin into f'.i v~ li-1:1:ila.c1 .. e qlli:' ..'1ra:ts 
·which he :insp,!eted £'or t .. 'l:"eqttcrncy ,~;;;ni)h IJ.bis r11oans th.i:;rt for 
t1iie: .:ta:i:\'ior <j,'"<clatl:l'ats 6 <.to'' ivt'l-a doZ"~v.o~\ from l/BOtI'l of' tho a1."ca 
that 0 :r0 was derivoo :rroo!\' F:t'"tHl! pcrll?o:nal o~orien.ce J: i'ind 
it :lmpossible to be.lioV'o thnt the £ive l~ ... !:il:ilocrt"s woro 
inspectc\.1 ns closely an tl1.o ont!'1 riil.aci"-0 at tho end 0£ eo.oh 
cila:.l.'11. l'.t :Ls liJG:.o:ty that he mi.Soli:!Q: seoitlG eoedl~.nG'o on about 
10;5 of' the 1as:eor qu.adr~;ts thnt Wol.~1.~ netua11y etockod. !:£ 
such a eo:t":l1•oct:!on. '\taro appll,ed to 'iJolln(::t."i e c:lutn, a conetant 
t111° of: 5 won!d. then am?lY to both !tls ud.lacrc w...d his 4~-::ci.l­
aer-a tl.stn .. 
'i"ho da:~n provided by fi0v0r, L---,,-nns E"...lid Cain r~ Dvans 
is oxtei::isive nml 1. t atronf)ly ou~;;rJiorte tha l'lypothosis of' 
conata•·.wy o:f: 011et ovGr ~ ran.go o:!' qt.1ru:lrat sizes t at !co.et :fi<)~;r,1 
l/ l6th to !}0 sq motroe • Pot"' ·th:ta roa.son I .fool ~~ti:Cic<l ill 
aiv.in.g li tt1e t:reiebt to tho appo ..rently contra:t"'Y :pru:•t oi' 
Wellner' s £>Vi0.orwt:h 
ii'ln"thcr support for tho b:ypoth.osis oi'" conetan.cy of 
111111 £'ox• a rm~ae oi' eiuofil"at i:d.!Qes cot:le0 from lelii:ilf'-ga.11 aata 
p:t."et.ientod b'i.J tfatore tS Ho:naon (1959 )41 'l'l.1.coa authoro succostad 
tba.t tl1oro a11pcm.red to lJo o. lticl~ of hvalid t'1l<l !:l{m.ningi'l..11. 
mcnEnu."oo 0£ nt;rcroaatioin.» whiet). ctn.il<l oir.:r..)lify that r. vor1::i; 
'i'llay c:ou.ntod .(.'Ve~· lenf'-eall on .lC trooo n.m1 tho!I.r roauJts 
U.."!t.."'C ~:n.tttnf.lclscd b<:;llm11:-
l"OT.M ... QuAHS' 1"' cl. 1l 
·-
Sine lo leaf' 52,5oh 8 6"~ • j~ 0~21 :J2o3 
Sine lo l.oeS bunch 12,270 .19 .. or~ o .. ss '.33c.3 
2 ... 1eaf" bunchos 6,~29 26~9'1-~ 1.65 31.3 
5 ... 1eru"' bunoheu 2,851 ZQ.1 .. ~ :}.78 27.1 _, 
'.D1"'onCh ·7r;,7 57~;(:, lh!l>2:J 4,0.s 
.......... ~ ... ..... ~ 
'l'lle table shoue a :t."'ola:tiveJ.y constan:c ttn11 bo·tt-100.ti. 
the :?:!.rat four s~lc oi:;r,os whiol1. iu £not VO.t'Y :tn size i"'a"'om 
- 131 -
l. !oat' to 5. 
Thoro is a marl~od ztnc:r~moo :in n:n~1 wh~n the saGllflJ.a sizo 
is inClrr.•am21d to :i:ir:.elucl.e th(!} whole r.n .... ancJl wh$.eh woul.d have 
boon a. sCUtip!E~. si.z0 o:r an av<'l?a&~ oi" 70 .leaves.. :I·t \'JOUJ.d 
ap,pcar that in tl:i.i.s c~.se 11 1111 has :t.."'e.?lk"lir~od constro:it ov@r q,uito 
a wide l"Ot'lGe :tu sru:rplo sireo 'bu.t no·~ ono 01"" the o:rdor o:f· 70 
t:tmos tho r.iIDnllost. l'.t is also po~H3ihle th.i:.yf; ·tl10 noc~esru:':lly 
\iido vru:"iation :in actual :sample size (numbor of' 1.~avi1'a po:t~ 
br::meh) wi thrn t'hd.s o.1ass rA-ther. then t-he size o:fi.' tb.o aamplo 
itself' has contri.b.Ut(!Jd to tho lli{rh vulue ot' ~ 1 11.t1 • 
Althou@::l it ·is consitl~:~:<e~J that most o.f '4;he evidence 
nvailab1o supr:;.oJi .. t(;; 'th.c contention 'lt..'hat H.h.U is eonstt..~1 ·t over o.. 
rru."lgo oi' quad a;ir(.ea it must vary if' the ~uadrat siz<) is 
e~tremcly smal.1... :t:f tha qua.<l~"'at Z!.S onl)~ a li ttl& J.alfGOr th.ru1 
th(3 in.{.Uvidual t-h0n "dat1 must bo close to ~<i.'1" ~'lJ. tih!t :t·ead. 
close to ~~ro 11ow'Glvo:r clumped tlt(3 :lndividtw,ls actually are. 
This tloos uot met.:l...tl th~t tth0 cannot 'b0 00asu3:."£H3. at vor-.v low 
i:""i"c!qucn.oiot:-s,.. As lo.n.s a.s tl1e q~adra1; !liz~ is c011sid0rab1.y 
lru:"ga1 .... than the :i:nc1iv:tcluRl an osti.nmtc of' ttn"' can. b()- given 
as soon ss .mo:i:~e than cn.o ;i.ndivldua.1. is £oit.nd ·w·:tth:I.n. on.€! 
£1.UO.cl:t"at., Obv.i:ousJ.y, 1ac.:ouro:te measure$ of' n-h"1 at Vc!:T"J l<»W 
f'roquminie,c;J o.ro 1:1.k<~l.y to 1.~oqi.d1•a ra"tho:t"' ino:t:<1"J ~J,u.ach:•ats t3:ran 
usual, 
At the ;:1tJ'!~:t> e.:'t.t::i:>oma au soon aa tuo :?rcqu1,3n,oy t:eiiaoh0s 
lOt.f;~i 1.!ht: is a.g-o.:1.11 Uti-!!UJasi11"ablo-., lkmc-..iver trm .. tbl~a at b<:·th 
~~t:romoo onn (\onern.lly 'br.; av·oidad. by a.djuat:mont of' tl'\c 
qu,ad.s."a t Si.~ 0 «> 
Stockin,..,. Stl.\'l .. nd.nrds 
.......,,.. Cl P9 .. ~ 4 J ,,,., d 
The idea of' basine et.ocl::ing atnnda:t"ds on tho o.oacptal>.lo 
nu1I:bcr oi' 1/lOOth no:ro 0 aps is ful'ly ctiaous.s~d in the .AJ?I>!'i~A 
paper (i11 i\fi)p0mlh). 
Ulu::.irc "hn :ls :round to be c.onstm t f'o:t"' a i.~an&o :Ln. quruh .. at 
si~os :ti .. om c.:H:ztucl."'eo to milaorcs :it :lo possible to dori ve 
stocki:nt; atnn.dards based en cr;ni;a.c.reG s·tock!i.ng but .m.aa.eu:'od 
.. 32 -
• 
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mi.cro-si tea wltl.l.e others ~~e mu-eh •nore se lee t:i vo. The ash 
t'i.roc oucalypts f'a.1.1 into th0 second £?t'OUp. ~!t9.,~an:.?. 
germina t.ions aro most em.coes.sfuJ. on lieh:tl.y rli.stu:t'betl soils 
noru.." tho edges e:f tracks a:nd o:n. well burnt ar~Hi:l.S. providing 
al.so that they aro not shad0d.. Ge:r..'11:1.nnti.on occurs in ahaded 
a~eos but·the seedlings do not livo for 1ong (Gilbert 1958)0 
Succ<3ssi'u.1 rogenerati.on 13eldo:m occurs on m1bu.rj,it seonbods ai1d 
is V•):t'Y tardy on co~actcd tracks. 
The 1081~ tai.1.eerl"J o;f' tlle S2 part of tl1ia i:n:tr~nsive survey 
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The results were disappointing :for the :following reasonsQ 
The decreasing heterogeneity with decreasing size o:f quadrat 
was caused by the size of' the 40 year old trees relative to 
the smaller quadrat~. The milacre quadrat is undoubtedly too 
small to sample trees of' this size e As the trees approa:ch 
the size of" the quad.rat "h" must approach zero however clunped 
the d:lstributione The next disappointment was the proximity 
oi' the growth to a random distribution ( 11 11.11 is constant :for 
all quadrat sizes f'or a random distribution)o 
One encouraging result was the discovery that in all sub-
samples the trees ovor 1011 diameter were very close indeed to 
random in. distribution (as measured -by the 16 milacre quadrats)o 
This suggests that the assumption on page 80 of" the APPITA 
paper was a valid oneo 
In time this ef'f'ect o.r competition between seedlings will 
probably make most distr;lbutions less heterogeneous. However 
' 
this sort of' change in heterogeneity with time is probably 
very slowo 
(ii) Sudden Cha:rtgess 
~luch more sudden changes are f'ound in the study of 
insect popuJ.ations. Graph 10 is drm·m f'rom data supplied by R. 
Greaves .from 1962 .. 63 observations of' Chrysoptharta bimaculatao 
The graph shows "do", "f'", and "h" f'or-repeated observations, 
on quadrats which are branches of a given diameter~ of' various 
stages of' the insect. The relative constancy of "h" :for the 
f'irst four ·weeks, in which "f'" and "do'' :fluctuate ~o gre~t1y 7 
suggests that "h" is a valid measure 0£ the distribution. The 
sudden change to another :fairly constant value of' "h'' p::-ocv.!:d.y 
.indicates a sudden change .in the environment,, The f'.irst change 
mainly is probably duel\'to the fact that each egg-batch produced 
several 4th instar J.arvae. However the second laying starts 
with an "h" similar to the l~th instar larvae of' the :first lay-
ing but then suddenly reverts to the low 11 h" similar to the 
:first lay:ingo 
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REGENERATION SURVEYS FOR CUT-OVER AREAS OF ASH TYPE 
EUCALYPT FORESTs< 1 i 
A. B. MOUNT'!< 
SUiUiUARY 
This paper shows that regeneration arising after loggmg is not randomly distributed but clumped or 
aggregated. The effect of this aggregation on stocking is discussed for typical types of seed distribution. 
It shows how regeneration survey methods are used to discover the regeneration pattern, so enabling 
restockmg measures to be most economically undertaken. Survey methods for two ages of regeneration 
are recommended. 
This paper is based on experience gained 
while working for the Tasmanian Forestry 
Commission on the concession areas of Aust-
ralian Newsprint Mills Ltd. Much of the 
information on forest growth and utilization 
methods relates only to this area, but all infor-
mation concerning regeneration surveys should 
have general applications. 
TERMS AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER 
Quadrat - Small portion of ground of known 
area 
Milacre - Quadrat one-thousandth of an acre 
in area 
Centracre - New term for one-hundredth acre 
quadrat 
Sample - Set of observations made on several 
quadrats 
Density - d - Average number of seedlings 
per quadrat per sample 
Frequency - f - Percentage of quadrats 
stocked (having one or more seedlings) 
Heterogeneity - h - New term defining the 
aggregation or dumpiness of a distribution 
d0 - The observed density as obtained from a 
sample with frequency f. 
dm - The minimum density corresponding to 
a frequency f. (f/100) 
dr - The density corresponding to a random 
distribution whose frequency is also f. 
November 1961 
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THE PATTERN OF REGENERATION 
This is the final product of the overlapping 
patterns of the four main factors, seed, seedbed, 
hght, and protection of the seed and seedlings. 
Each factor is subject to certain modifications 
by logging, which produce different patterns of 
regeneration on cut-over areas from those 
found on un-logged areas. 
Regeneration without logging - how nature does it 
Dense regeneration of the ash type eucalypt 
forests closely follows a severe wild fire. Seed 
is shed fairly evenly on to the fire-cleaned seed-
bed. The understorey is destroyed and the 
light intensity on the forest floor is increased. 
The fire drives out or kills animals and insects 
and greatly reduces their effect over a wide 
area, giving the seed and seedlings protection 
until the new crop is established. 
If all four factors are well distributed over 
the burnt area, ample well-distributed regenera-
tion will occur. Where one or more of these 
factors are absent regeneration will fail. Such 
"failures" of a given species do occur in nature, 
and small patches of one forest type give way 
(1) Paper presented 14th APPITA Conference. 
: Forester, Forestry Commission, Tasmania. Office1 
in Charge, Maydena Research Station. Associate 
Member APPITA. 
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to another. Lack of seed at the time of the 
fire - due to insufficient trees with seed, or to 
a succession of poor flowering years - may 
result in a Eucalyptus regnans site being taken 
over by Acacia, Olearia or Pomaderris species. 
Lack of suitable seedbed and light - where 
wet gullies are only lightly burnt - may per-
petuate rain-forest species. Lack of protec-
tion - from animal re-invasion at the edge of 
the burn, or from a later fire - may cause the 
site to become overrun with Pteridium or other 
ferns. 
Regeneration following logging 
Reduced seed: Perhaps the most important 
effect of logging is the reduction of seed avail-
able for regeneration. The percentage of the 
original seed left on standing trees after logging 
may range from less than 10 per cent (clear 
felling with only culls remaining), to perhaps 
70 or 80 per cent (selected dominants left as 
seeq trees), or possibly even more in certain 
selection systems. If regeneration treatments 
are carried out before logging 100 per cent of 
the original seed may be available for regenera-
tion, but not all of this can be effective because 
of damage to the regeneration by subsequent 
logging. 
Seed on felled heads seldom produces regen-
eration. If the coupe is burnt after logging this 
seed is destroyed by the fire; if it is not burnt 
there is generally no seedbed available and 
light is inadequate because of slash. This seed 
can be used only if the seedbed is prepared 
before felling. 
Aggregation of seed supply: The distribution 
of seed shed from a standing tree is necessarily 
uneven, more being shed under' the tree than 
at a distance from it. The size of the patch 
varies with the species: Douglas fir can disperse 
"adequate seed" up to 40 chains from a seed 
edge (1), E. regnans probably only 5 chains. 
Few E. regnans trees would carry enough seed 
to provide adequate regeneration more than 1 t 
to 2 chains from the seed trees, thus making 
the regeneration patches relatively small. The 
distribution of E. regnans seed is, therefore, 
likely to be more clumped, or aggregated, than 
that of Douglas fir. The actual distribution over 
an area is dependent on the number of trees-
with-seed to the acre, the intensity of the indivi-
dual seed crops, and the wind strength and 
direction at times of seed fall. The fewer the 
trees-with-seed, the more aggregated the seed 
distribution. If the trees are felled on to pre-
pared seedbeds their seed crops are even less 
well distributed. 
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Aggregation of suitable seedbed: Soil burnt 
clean, or very lightly disturbed, is the best seed-
bed for the ash type eucalypts; unburnt vegeta-
tion, logs, stumps and heavily disturbed, com-
pacted or puddled tracks, are the very worst. 
With tractor logging followed by burning, the 
best seedbed is found at the far ends of the 
tracks (where the soil was run over only once 
and by an unloaded tractor), at the extreme 
edges of most tracks, and where the slash is 
well burnt. 
After high-lead logging there is a relatively 
small area of heavily disturbed soil present and 
a slash burn usually produces ample seedbed 
where the slash is continuous. As with tractor 
logged coupes the fire will tend to go out before 
it reaches the edge of this area if no prepara-
tion is made before burning. 
Where disturbed seedbeds are favoured be-
cause of the difficulty or danger of slash burn-
ing, logging without special treatment of the 
coupe edges and inter-track areas will produce 
a clumped distribution of seedbed. 
Tracks tend to congregate towards the load-
ing out points, fires tend to peter out before 
reaching the edge of the coupe. Unless the 
coupe is treated to obtain a better distribution 
of these seedbed forming factors, the best seed-
beds will occur towards the centre of the coupe 
and along road and track edges. 
Poor distribution of light: The light intensity 
and distribution on a coupe after logging varies 
with the logging method and stand density. 
Generally, high-lead operations let in more 
light than tractor logging but both methods 
leave the edges of the coupe in shade. Fire can 
destroy most of the shade in the middle of the 
coupe but it hardly affects the edges unless 
proper preparations are made. 
Reduced protection: After logging and/ or slash 
burning the animals quickly re-invade from 
the edges of the coupe, and the insect seed 
predators return. Some protection is offered 
to seedlings by logging debris, but large logs 
and the logging tracks become the main access 
routes for browzing animals. Destruction is 
prob~bly _greatest at the edg~s of the coupe. 
Seedlmgs m dense clumps survive due to weight 
of numbers, or are found in patches inacces-
sible to the browzing animals. Only protection 
from browzing will prevent this clumping ten-
dency. 
Subsequent fire, if it does not kill all the 
regeneration, will have a further clumping ten-
dency. The dense clumps, because they are 
associated with either extensive areas of dis-
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turbance or with well burnt slash, are less 
likely to be re-burnt than the rest of the coupe. 
The final pattern of regeneration 
Without special treatment: Most logging 
operations cause all four factors to become 
aggregated. Regeneration occurs around 
trees-with-seed, in dense patches wherever 
suitable seedbed receives both light and protec-
tion, and near the centre and road edge of 
the coupe. 
Following regeneration treatments: Where 
treatments such as those used by Australian 
Newsprint Mills Ltd. (2) are applied to extend 
the influence of these four factors evenly over 
the entire coupe good regeneration is assured. 
However the seedling distribution following 
logging will be rather more aggregated than 
after wild fire in the uncut stand. The effect 
of the varying degrees of aggregation is dis-
cussed in the next section. 
In other forest types other factors may be 
more important than those described above 
but each type will have its own distribution 
which will contribute to the seedling distribu-
tion. However, 'it is almost certain that the 
distribution of the seed is the most important 
factor in seedling distribution. 
THE EFFECT OF THE REGENERATION 
PATTERN 
It was shown in the previous section that the 
regeneration following logging is not evenly 
distributed but tends to occur in clumps. What 
does "evenly distributed" mean, and how can 
this "dumpiness" be measured and described? 
Resnlts of various patterns of seed distribution 
A random distribution: If the seed were ran-
domly distributed and all developed into 
seedlings, the resultant regeneration would have 
no large gaps or dense patches. This, the 
poisson distribution, is the most "even" of 
all natural distributions: only in artificial distri-
butions like plantations are the individuals more 
evenly spaced. This is the most "homogeneous" 
natural distribution and although it rarely 
occurs in tree seedling distributions it is a 
convenient yardstick with which to measure 
them. In this paper it is assigned a "hetero-
geneity factor" (or "dumpiness") of unity. 
Broadcast sowings: Broadcast seed is gener-
ally spread fairly evenly over the area by hand 
or aerially. However the seedlings are generally 
not quite as evenly spread as for a random 
distribution, but have factors between 2 and 3. 
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Selected seed trees: Where, say, five seed 
trees have been reserved per acre there must 
be five or less clumps of regeneration. This 
makes the distribution worse than for broad-
cast sowings. Factors of from 3 to 5 are the 
most likely with the factor high when only a 
few of the selected trees actually carry seed. 
Cull seed trees: Where cull seed trees are the 
only seed source the distribution tends to be 
very heterogeneous with factors from 5 to 1 O 
or higher. 
Spot sowings and plantings: In these distri-
butions the spacing of individual or groups of 
seedlings is controlled and heterogeneity is not 
important. The assessment of this type of arti-
ficial regeneration is discussed later. 
The effects of the distributions of other regeneration 
factors 
In discussing the effect of the seed distribu-
tion it was assumed that the other factors were 
"about average," but seedbed, light, protection 
and seedling age can also affect the hetero-
geneity of the regeneration distribution through 
the heterogeneity of their own individual dis-
tributions. An example of this will be given 
after the next section. 
Measnres of stocking 
Density: The oldest and most common 
measure of stocking is the number of trees per 
acre. A similiar measure is "density" which' 
in this paper is defined as the mean number of 
seedlings per sample plot or quadrat. If regen-
eration is being assessed on one-thousandth-
acre ( "milacre") quadrats then a total of 60 
seedlings found on 100 milacres gives a den-
sity ( d) of 0.6 equivalent to about 600 seed-
lings per acre. 
The disadvantage of this measure is that it 
gives no indication of the distribution of these 
600 seedlings, they could be all in one small 
patch and the remainder of the acre bare. 
Frequency: If instead of counting the seed-
lings on each quadrat only their presence or 
absence is recorded, the percentage of quadrats 
with seedlings present, or "frequency" gives a 
different measure of stocking. e.g. 100 milacres 
inspected, 30 have seedlings present, frequency 
(f) equals 30 per cent. 
Although a better measure than density, fre-
quency also has failings. It was found that 
there was no fixed relationship between the two 
measures; 30 per cent in one area might mean 
that there were 500 trees per acre, in another, 
1,000. It was found that 30 per cent was an 
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acceptable stocking in one area (from other 
observations) but in another it was too low. 
Also, in the extreme case 30 per cent stocking 
could mean that 70 per cent of the area, in a 
contiguous patch, was devoid of regeneration. 
Heterogeneity: It now appears that frequency 
and density can be correlated through another 
factor - heterogeneity. This factor is derived 
as follows: do _ dm 
heterogeneity (h) = dr-dm 
where ( d0 ) is the observed density of a 
distribution of frequency (f). 
and ( dm) is the minimum density pos-
sible with a frequency (f). 
and ( dr) is the density corresponding to 
a random distribution whose frequency is 
also (f). 
Example: Suppose 100 milacres are exam-
ined and 30 of them contain seedlings. Suppose 
all seedlings are counted and that on the 100 
milacres there is a total of 60 seedlings. What 
is the heterogeneity factor for the distribution 
so sampled? 
Frequency (f) is 30 per cent, density 
(do) is 0.6 
Minimum density (dm) is 0.3 and the 
equivalent random density (dr) is 0.357 
(This figure is derived from the relationship 
dr equals logQ.. ( 1 ~~~f ) . It can be more 
easily obtained from tables such as provided 
by Grieg-Smith ( 3) . 
h) 0.6 - 0.3 5 3 hence ( = 0.357 - 0.3 or . . 
The derivation of this relationship will be 
discussed more fully in another paper. The two 
main properties of this new measure are these: 
(h) is constant for various frequencies for 
the same type of distribution. e.g. in one 
area a given system of management is likely 
to produce the same heterogeneity factor 
while measures such as density and fre-
quency will depend on other factors such 
as seed crops intensity etc. 
(h) is constant for various quadrat sizes pro-
viding that factors other than seed are reas-
onably homogeneous. e.g. all burnt seedbed 
etc. 
Absence: This measure of stocking, or rather, 
lack of stocking is perhaps the most important 
silviculturally. If the most important silvicul-
tural task is to obtain full stocking, it is far 
more important to knpw how many gaps there 
are than to know either the number of trees 
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per acre or the stocking in terms of milacre 
frequency. 
Suppose the very lowest stocking that would 
be tolerated on an acre is 100 perfectly spaced 
trees, then any patch of ground in a stand over 
one-hundredth of an acre in size and bare of 
seedlings is a "gap." 
If these one-hundredth acre patches are 
called "centacres," how many empty centacres 
should be tolerated before undertaking restock-
ing measures? 
The answer to this question may lie in a 
consideration of fully stocked natural stands of 
regrowth. Hall ( 4) showed that for E. obliqua 
in Victoria it is unlikely that more than 230 
trees per acre will attain a nominal minimum 
merchantable breast height diameter of 10 in. 
It can be assumed that these 230 trees approxi-
mate to a random distribution over the acre, 
due to competition in the fully stocked stand. 
If this is true the centacre gaps between these 
stems would average 10 per acre. That is, the 
percentage of centacres not carrying one of 
these 230 trees would be 10 per cent (absence 
is 10 centacres) . Sei; "'""· 6 
Bowling ( 5) has shown that for E. regnans 
in Southern Tasmania it is likely that only 150 
trees per acre attain 10 in. diam. breast height 
(absence of 22 per cent centacres) . As mini-
mum merchantable sizes tend to fluctuate with 
time some allowance should be made for pos-
sibly smaller sizes in future by using a low 
absence figure to obtain suitable minimum 
stocking standards. It is important to note that 
this is still a minimum standard for seedlings 
even though an optimum for merchantable 
stems: these fully stocked regrowth stands al-
most certainly started with 0 per cent centacre 
absence, therefore allowing 10 per cent cent-
acre absence in young seedlings it is almost 
certain that this figure will increase due to 
early deaths. 
Measuring the distribution 
Before discussing stocking standards a few 
explanations should be provided for the hetero-
geneities given by the various forms of seed dis-
tribution and how they were derived. 
These factors are based on the interrelation-
ship of density and frequency in the one sample 
as has been shown. Several authors have pub-
lished data on their local frequency I density 
relationship. Both extensives and intensive 
surveys measuring frequency and density have 
been carried out near Maydena Station, even 
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though density is not now measured. Com-
paring all available data it appeared that the 
average heterogeneity factor was about five. 
Artificial sowings about two to three and dis-
tributions with obvious dumpiness from 10 
upwards. 
It is likely that these clumpy distributions in 
tall trees like E. regnans are due mostly to 
very heterogeneous seedbed conditions, while 
in short plants with large heavy seeds the 
physical inability to spread their seed any dis-
tance is more likely responsible. 
Example: Suppose an area has only half its 
seed bed receptive to seed germination (e.g. 
half burnt, half unburnt E. regnans), and sup-
pose the stocking on the two halves to be: 
Good seedbed (f) 60% (d) 1.86 (h) 4.0 
Bad seedbed (f) 4% (d) 0.0436 (h) 4.0 
If the area had been surveyed the stocking 
disregarding the seedbed would have been: 
Both seedbeds (f) 32% (d) 0.952 
giving a factor (h) of 17.6! 
This sort of heterogeneity does not remain 
constant for all quadrat sizes and frequencies, 
but tends to rise and fall with both. However, 
mapping out of such unreceptive seedbed can 
usually reduce this effect to a m_inimum. 
STOCKING STANDARDS 
Existing standards 
Several authors have suggested mm1mum 
stocking standards in terms of the frequency of 
milacres stocked (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
(12) (13). 
It is apparent from all these sources that 
below 30 per cent is considered understocked 
and above 40 per cent, sufficiently stocked. It 
is likely from this evidence alone that the mini-
mum stocking standard should be set between 
30 and 40 per cent for most species. 
"Centacre" stocking as a standard 
It is proposed that the minimum stocking 
standards be defined in terms of the frequency 
of "centacres" stocked: 90 per cent for un-
established regeneration and 85 per cent for 
established regeneration. This is based on the 
previously mentioned assumptions and a con-
sideration of likely seedling mortality. Working 
from this new standard it is possible to derive 
the minimum standards appropriate to distribu-
tions of different heterogeneities in terms of 
milacre frequencies and densities. 
Derived stocking standards 
Below are given the equivalent milacre stan-
dards corresponding to centacre frequencies of 
90 and 85 per cent are given in Table 1. 
Seedling mortality 
Most value will be obtained from a regenera-
tion survey if it is made at an early age when 
any "filling" measures required are both easy 
and economical. But how many seedlings are 
going to become established? If the survey is 
made at the latest possible date before filling 
operations would normally start, and if only 
tall healthy seedlings are tallied, or if a mini-
mum of small seedlings be counted as equiva-
lent to one tall seedling, this effect of seedling 
TABLE 1. 
MILACRE FREQUENCIES AND DENSITIES CORRESPONDING TO CENTACRE FREQUENCIES 
OF 85 AND 90 PER CENT 
Centacre frequency 
Heterogeity 
factor - h 90% 85% Remarks 
f d (per acre) f d (per acre) 
1 21 .230 (230) 17 .186 (186) Random distribution. 
2.5 30 .442 (442) 25 .344 (344) Broadcast sowings . 
5 36 . 791 (791) 31 .609 (609) Average seed trees . 
10 39 1.493 (1493) 35 1.132 (1132) Very clumped 
distribution. 
where f is the milacre frequency and d the milacre density. 
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TABLE 2. 
A COMPARISON OF "STOCK MAPPING" AND MILACRE SCORES FOR TIM SHEA LOGGINGS 
Area Stock mapping 
(acres) Type Trees per acre 
9 Very dense 2600 
16 Dense 530 
101 Enough 210 
90 Scattered 97 
216 All stocked 348 
356 Understocked 21 
death will be minimized. However to allow for 
the deaths that will almost certainly occur the 
minimum standard should be derived from a 
90 per cent centacre stocking. 
Comparative methods 
In the past most minimum standards have 
been derived by assessing stands deemed by 
observation to be just satisfactory ( 6). If in-
stead several stands are milacre surveyed and 
later assessed by a different form of survey 
(see "Stock mapping" later), the minimum 
standards can be derived quantitatively and 
seedling mortality taken into account. 
REGENERATION SURVEY METHODS 
What will a regeneration snrvey do? 
To be of greatest value, a regeneration sur-
vey should give reasonably accurate estimates 
of 
the overall regeneration position, 
the proportion of the area understocked, 
the approximate location of the under-
stocked patches, and 
the problems to be overcome before full 
stocking can be achieved. 
Two types of survey have been developed 
in the Florentine Valley, a type of "stock map-
ping" to produce a map of older regeneration 
on which to base future management, and the 
more common type of survey used to discover 
what regeneration is present at an early age 
when economic restocking of the gaps is pos-
sible. 
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Milacre scores for the same area 
f - 100% : d - 1.50 (only 2 mils.) 
- -
f - 75% : d - 2.00 (only 4 mils.) 
- -
f - 37% : d - 0.95 (19 mils.) 
-
-
f - 35% : d - 0.53 (17 mils.) 
- -
f = 42.9% : d - 0.905 (42 mils.) 
-
(h - 7.8 (905 trees per acre) 
-
f - 3.3% d = 0.033 (60 mils.) -
(h not measurable) ( 3 3 trees per acre) 
Stock mapping older regeneration 
This system applies only to those species 
which have a fast initial height growth com-
pared to the competing vegetation. It is used 
in the Florentine Valley area with eucalypts 
growing in competition with ferns and fire-
weeds. Similar surveys are made in Malaya 
for inventory purposes (15) (16) . 
Timing the survey: Enough time must have 
elapsed since the regeneration was initiated, for 
the greater height growth of the seedlings to 
make them obvious from at least one chain 
away. In the Florentine Valley this is from 
about age four years onwards. At this age the 
eucalypts are from 6 ft. to 20 ft. high, above 
a fairly uniform layer of vegetation 2 ft. to 4 ft. 
high. A small percentage of eucalypts are gen-
erally still alive below this competing vegeta-
tion, but even if they do eventually emerge they 
will not alter the final stocking very much. (In 
the Florentine Valley area the ferns Hypolepis 
rugosula, Histiopteris incisa or Pteridium escul-
entum develop dense mats of dead fronds which 
tend to bury tardy seedlings, especially after 
snow). 
Method: The procedure to be followed is set 
out in Fig. 1. Parallel strips are run at 5 chain 
intervals and all trees counted within one chain 
either side of the line. Booking is broken at 
one chain intervals to produce pairs of l/lOth 
acre. 
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Fig. 1. STOCK MAP OF OLDER REGENERATION 
UB-unburnt: LB-light burn: B-burnt: )VF-wet ferns (Histiopteris and Hypolep1s spp.): W-wattle: 
HD-heavily disturbed. 
Numbers given are total seedlings in 1 chain x 1 chain area. 
Counts are made from the centreline with 
only occasional checks of the 1 eh. distance to 
the edge of the plot. Counts are necessarily an 
underestimate as shown in Table 2. Although 
biased, they are a quantitative method of stock-
ing, especially of the trees most likely to become 
crop trees. Booking is best done on to pre-
pared map sections taken into the field. (see 
Fig. 1). 
Recommended survey practice for young regeneration 
Regeneration surveys of 1 to 2 year old 
regeneration, where very small seedlings are 
searched for, necessitate small quadrats. The 
milacre quadrat is the one most commonly used, 
either as a 6.6 ft. square or as a circle 3.72 ft. 
radius. In this paper all surveys using milacre 
quadrats are called "milacre surveys." 
Timing the survey: The survey should be 
made after the maximum number of seedlings 
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have appeared but as late as possible before 
_ restocking measures would be started if re-
quired. If sowings are normally made in 
March or September, sHrveys should be made 
in February or August. 
Layout: Parallel strips are run at 4 chain in-
tervals to cover the whole area to be assessed. 
Circular milacre quadrats are inspected at one 
chain intervals along each strip. If the stocking 
is marginal (of between 20 and 40 per cent) it 
may be necessary to run further strips between 
the existing ones to improve the accuracy of 
the final regeneration map. With practice very 
accurate maps can be produced using only a 
compass and pacing the chainage. 
Number of quadrats: Where the stocking is 
very low (0-10 per cent) or very high (70-100 
per cent) as few as 20 quadrats may suffice 
but only if they are evenly spread over the 
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coupe; 100 milacres should give a fairly accu-
rate overall stocking figure if this is required.* 
If a map of the regeneration is the prime con-
cern the 4 x 1 chain layout and the size of 
the area should determine the number used. 
Tally for Quadrat: (See Fig. 2). (i) Record the 
presence of the first seedling seen on the quad-
rat either as a tick, or better in terms of it's 
approximate height in inches. Do not count 
seedlings that are obviously not going to sur-
vive. If the only seedling on the milacre is 
exceptionally small or unhealthy it is perhaps 
worthwhile giving the milacre "half-stocking" 
and not counting this milacre as contributing 
to the overall frequency but counting it as 
stocked for mapping purposes. Two or more 
seedlings on the milacre make it "stocked" for 
both purposes. 
(ii) If the milacre is unstacked but an in-
spection of surround shows that there is a 
seedling nearby, the "surround" column is 
ticked. (If desired it is possible to make this 
surround into a four-milacre quadrat by count-
ing only seedlings within 7.44 ft. of the peg) . 
(iii) Note the nature of the seedbed (burnt, 
disturbed, etc.), the secondary vegetation, 
browzing damage or any other information 
peculiar to the milacre which is likely to affect 
the regeneration or the accuracy of the final 
map. 
Tally for coupe: All general information per-
tinent to the likely success or failure of regen-
eration should be noted. Creeks, change of 
aspect, rock outcrops or other information 
likely to help mapping or future location of 
understocked areas for sowing, should also 
be noted. 
Regeneration map: If the area is not ob-
viously empty or fully stocked a map should 
be prepared. A plan is prepared showing strips 
and stocked, surround-stocked and unstacked 
milacres. The boundary between stocked and 
understocked areas is then drawn using the 
following rules: 
(i) if tqe milacre is unstacked it can only be 
in the stocked area if it is surround-stocked or 
*Twenty subsamples of 100 to 107 milacres were 
taken from a very intensive experimental milacre 
survey in the Styx Valley, Tasmania. These sub-
samples had frequencies ranging from 21. 7 to 31. 7 
per cent with a mean of 27 .0 per cent (2 x 1 chain 
layout). Doubling the sample information reduced 
the range to 24.6-30.7 per cent for a 2 x t chain 
layout, and to 26.2-28.7 per cent for a 1 x 1 chain 
layout. 
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if both its neighbours on the strip are stocked 
or surround-stocked. 
(i1) if the milacre is stocked it can be in the 
understocked area if its neighbours are neither 
stocked nor surround-stocked. 
(iii) it is generally inadvisable to pull out 
stocked or understocked sections of strip under 
three milacres in size unless other survey 
information shows that they are representative 
of the area (e.g. small patch of unburnt seed-
bed). 
(iv) if a stocked section falls below 30 per 
cent frequency, because of an unusually high 
ratio of surround-stocked to stocked milacres, 
it is likely that the seedling distribution is 
unusually homogeneous and it should be 
accepted as stocked. This case will, however, 
be extremely rare. If the stocking falls below 
30 per cent for any other reason the strip 
should be rechecked to remove understocked 
sections. 
Once the boundaries of stocked and under-
stocked have been established on the strips they 
should be extended across the 4 chain gap 
between the strips taking into account any 
features that might account for the change in 
stocking. The stocked boundary should not 
be drawn from a stocked strip to less than two 
stocked milacres in an understocked one, unless 
field observations show that this is justified. 
It will be noted that the question of stocking 
standards is practically avoided. This method 
of mapping will produce understocked areas 
of 0-10 per cent and stocked areas of 40 per 
cent plus frequency which will satisfy all mini-
mum stocking standards. 
Results: From the map stocking figures are 
now calculable; for the whole, for the stocked 
and for the understocked portions. These 
figures, although of value for legal or com-
parative purposes, are not of great value in 
planning restocking measures. 
The map shows the location of the under-
stocked areas and the total milacres in this 
type will give an estimate of the area under-
stocked ( 4 x 1 chain layout equals 2.5 milacres 
per acre) . This suggests that there is a much 
better way of determining legal minimum 
stocking than by frequency of milacres. If 
the law requires a regeneration survey anyway 
it should state its minimum standard as a 
maxium permissable proportion of the area 
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SURVEY BOOK FOR MILACRE SURVEYS 
I. Distance in chains from start of strip. It is generally convenient to start from the 
road as this simplifies the mapping; however, this practice means that a chain-wide 
strip by the road is undersampled. If this bias is considered important (e.g. if 
area is small) it is better to put the first quadrat at some randomly selected portion 
of one chain from the start of the strip. 
II. Seedbed on milacre. B-burnt: D-disturbed: U-unburnt. 
III. Stocking on the milacre. The presence of a tick followed by "8 in." indicates al 
least one established seedling present, height about 8 in. N-some browzing damage 
observed. A crossed tick indicates one unestablished seedling. Two crossed ticks 
show that at least two unestablished seedlings were seen. 
IV. Stocking on the surround. 
V. and VI. Survey information. 
understocked after a regeneration map has 
been prepared. 
Understocked areas located in the first survey 
should be re-surveyed after treatment to assess 
success or failure. 
because of logs, unsuitable seedbed and human 
factors, the method of regeneration mapping 
works very well. This is due to at least three 
factors : the diameter of the milacre is over 
7 ft., the nominal spacing of spots is usually 
7 ft. x 7 ft. and the method of inspecting the 
surround if the milacre is unstocked. Assessing artificially sown areas 
Spot Sowings: Theoretically the method of 
assessing a systematic spot sowing by a system-
atic grid of milacres is a very doubtful pro-
cedure. However, in the Florentine Valley, 
where spot sowings are not strictly systematic 
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Another system tried successfully is the 
marking of all spots on a proportion of the 
rows with red painted wire pegs at the time 
of sowing. The success of the treatment can 
then be assessed by following the lines of red 
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pegs. If the spots are not so marked a high 
proportion of the unsuccessful spots are missed. 
This is similar to "survival counting" in plan-
tations but with the bias that the sower knows 
that the pegged rows will be the only ones 
counted. This bias can be minimized by chang-
ing the pegger in the sowing team several times 
each day. This may even tend to raise the 
overall standard of the sowing operations. 
Where spots are sown at spacings greater 
than 7 ft. x 7 ft. the mapping should be modi-
fied to allow for a lower minimum standard, 
if a milacre survey is used. However with 
spacing greater than 7 ft. x 7 ft. pegging is an 
even more favourable method. 
Broadcast sowings 
This form of artificial sowing is assessed in 
the same way as natural regeneration with the 
possible modification of rule (iv) to 25 per 
cent when producing the map of regeneration. 
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DISCUSSION 
W. E. Cohen: Is there any significance in 
the dispersal of loading points? 
A. B. Mount: The diagram shows the effect 
of loading with a mobile machine instead of a 
fixed loading point. 
M. J. Hall: What man-power would be re-
quired to do an adequate regeneration survey 
on a 1,000 acre per year cut? 
A. B. Mount: If the average coupe size is 
twenty-five acres, about forty will be cut per 
year. It would be necessary to put in 100 mil-
acres in each coupe. This could be done by a 
two-man party in.half a day per coupe. Analyz-
ing the result might make the one day per 
coupe, or two by forty man days per 1,000 
acres. -
M. J. Hall: Is there any attempt made to 
find a new dozer track for each trip? 
A. B. Mount: In very heavy understorey it 
takes quite a lot of time to break in tracks. It 
is uneconomic to do this for every log. More 
emphasis is placed on the use of fire to pro-
duce a suitable seedbed. 
D. T. Kitchener: Could you give a brief 
description of your method of carrying out a 
regeneration survey? 
A. B. Mount: This is covered in detail in the 
written paper, but it basically consists of look-
ing very carefully at a large number of very 
small plots making up a very small sample. 
These plots are generally milacres systematically 
spaced over the coupe. 
T. M. Cunningham: Could you say some-
thing about the size of the unstocked areas 
and the location of these? 
A. B. Mount: The size of the understocked 
area can be estimated by graphical means and 
the location of the area approximated by draw-
ing a line around the stocked milacres. 
A. H. Crane: If the stocking level is much 
below thirty per cent on milacre plots, would 
you suggest treatment, and would you do a 
further more intensive survey of the area to 
locate the empty spaces? 
A. B. Mount: The survey will show the 
heterogeneity of the seedling pattern. If it is 
close to random then even twenty per cent 
would be acceptable. If it is clumped it should 
be possible to locate the clump and treat the 
areas between them. 
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STANDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR REGENERATION SURVEYS. 
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PART I. 
--
MILACRE SURVEYS FOR YOUNG REGENERATION. (}to 4 yrs. 
----- ........ ----w w ----
INTRODUCTION. -....... __ 
~D WOfilf. 
OFFICE WORK. -
-·----
The need for small plots 9 the circular 
milacre and its establishment, the 
percentage of milacres stocked 9 and the 
best time to survey. 
Strip and Plot layouts and booking 
procedure. 
Mapping rules, results 9 design of 
treatments and re-locating the area 
re~uiring treatment. 
D. ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE T:JEATMENTS. 
----------- -----
\ 
A. ~~!2£!1Q!;I .. 
Where very small seedlings are to be assessed only small 
plots can be efficiently inspected. The standard plot is the 
circular milacre (one thousanth of an acre in area). . In 
practice the "milacre stick" should be used. This consists of 
a steel peg which is jabbed vertically into the plot point, to 
which is attached a 3' 8-2/3" long radius wire. The wire is 
free to move around the peg or up and down it. 
In assessing regeneration the wire is pulled taut and 
moved round in a circle about the central peg. The process is 
continued only until one seedling is found within the milacre. 
When several milacres have been assessed, it is possible to 
work out the percentage of milacres which are "stocked" (that 
carry one or more seedlings). This percentage of milacre 
stocked is the most commonly used measure of regeneration. 
To provide the most reiiable information, milacre surveys 
should be made AFTER the maximum number of seedlings have 
germinated but as-Yate as possible BEFORE restocking treatments 
would be undertaken if required. WE.en~hree or more years have 
elapsed since the burn a milacre survey is less efficient than 
other types of regeneration Survey. 
B. FIELD WORK. 
----
1. STRIPS. Parallel strips should be located at 4 eh. intervals 
to--COVer the \¥hole area to be assessed. It is often cOn-
venient to use the road as a baseline and to run the strips 
at right angles to it. The first strip should start at a 
randomly chosen point between O and 4 chains from the edge 
of the area. 
If the results obtained from this 4 eh. grid are 
insufficient, intermediate strips may later be run to form a 
2 eh. grid. Intensification of the survey in this way may 
be required where the area is less than 30 to 40 acres and 
the stocking is marginal 9 or in patches of larger areas 
where stocking is marginal. Stocking for this purpose is 
deemed marginal where the mapping rules tend to map out 
undarstocked areas above 10% milacre stocking. 
Strip direction should be maintained by compass. Plot 
spacing can in most cases be measured by pacing. Pacing 
greatly simplifies the field work but the assessor should 
check his pacing from time to time. The best test is to 
compare the length of a strip between two points obtained by 
paci~g with that given by an existing survey. Tests of 
pacing against a tape over short distancesor on the even 
surf ace of a road are not comparable to that obtained on the 
whole strip. In very rough or steep country paces can be 
estimated over short distances but the final pace to the 
plot point should always be controlled by the legs and not 
the eyes. 
2. PLOTS.Plots should be spaced at i eh. intervals along the 
strips. It is convenient, for mapping purposes, to put 
the first plot in at one chain from the road. This means 
that 1 although the area within one chain of the road is 
sometimes undersampled 9 the plot number and its distance 
from the start of the strip ~orrespond. 
The plot point must be selected with the minimum bias. 
The assessor must therefore try to avoid looking where his 
last pace will fall. He should then implant his milacre 
stick either immediately in front of his toe or at some 
fixed distance in front of it. 
I 
2. 
At the end of the strip the assessor proceeds for 4 eh. 
at right angles to the strip direction to plot zero on the 
next strip. If this plot happens to be well inside the 
boun~ary of the area he should establish plots numbered -1, 
-2, -3 etc. until that boundary is reached. Then starting 
again at plot zero 11e should proceed back towards the road 
with plots numbered 1 1 2? 3 etc. Should plot zero fall 
outside the area he should still proceed back to the road with 
plots 1 1 2, 3 etc. but he need not assess them until the boundary is passed. Some note should be made to explain why 
such plots were not assessed. 
3. BOOKING. The s~andard green survey book should be used with 
one horizontal line boing taken up with all the observations 
made at one plot point. 
(a) At the s~art of each new area notes should be made 
covering the following:-
(b) 
Location, Date, Com~ass Number, Pacing or chain, 
Name(s) of Assessor(s). 
Take off point, Bearing. 
(c) !:!z_Ea2h PlQ!.._EQ,in!:-
Column 1 - Plot number (equals the distance in chains 
---- ::'rom the str·ip T.O.P.) 
Column 2 - Nature of Seedbed, B.(burnt)~D.(disturbed), 
--~ U.(Unburnt and Undisturbed) etc. 
e.g. (B. means that the last major occurrence 
on this site was fire, even if it used 
to be a track; similarly for D.) 
If regeneration occurs on only one of the two or three 
seedbeds found on the plot the successful seedbed should 
be marked with a tick. It is often of value to know this 
when restooking an area. 
e.g. D/B~ = plot has disturbed and burnt seedbeds 
present? but seedlings only occur on the 
burnt seeJbed. 
Col:!!._ffi!l_l - Presen~e of one or more seedlings on the 
milacre is here shown by a tick. In 
addition seedling heights should be 
estimated and recorded here at regular 
intervals. If seedlings have been . 
browsed a capital N. (nibbled) should•le 
written next to the tick in this column. 
Column 4 - This column is one of the most important for 
mapping purposes especially where the 
stocking is marginal. It should be 
~~ed only when th§:. mila.£E~is NOT stoc.1£2~· 
It should show the stocking within twice 
the (lliilacre) radius of the peg (7'5-1/3"). 
The presence of one or more seedlings in 
this area is indicated by a tick in · 
Column 4. The area within 7'5-1/3" of 
the peg is four milacres. When the 
milacre is stocked the four milacre must 
also be stocked so no search of the larger 
plot is required. Where several milacres 
in succession are unstacked little time 
should be spent inspecting the 4 milacres. 
3. 
However 9 as soon as some field observations (such as seeing a seedling between plots) 
suggest that the "stocked-understocked" 
boundary is being approached, greater •~re 
must be taken over the 4 milacre inspections. 
Similarly, the first few empty milacres after 
a series of stocked should have their corres-
ponding 4 milacre plots thoroughly searched. 
Columns 5 & 6 - These columns should show all survey 
~~~- information an~ field observations that may 
help to improve the acc~acy of the "stocked-
understocked" boundary 9 e.g. 
Approx 9 location of:- seed trees; 
boundaries between good and poor burns, between 
burnt, unburnt, unlogged sites; wet gullies, 
change of sspect; rock outcrops etc. 
( d) !i_!h_L;§£!..2f~Llurve~:-
Notes should be m2de at the end of the survey, 
whilst still in the field 7 of all general information 1iKeiy-~e-or-va:Iue in determining the treatment 
required to fully stock the area. Some attempt should 
be made to discover any possible correlation between the 
understocked patches and suoh natural features as aspect, 
rock outcrops, etc. Sketch maps of these features are 
likely to be of great value to those who have to re-stock 
the area. 
Notes should also be made of the most common 
seedling heights and the tallest and shortest seedlings. 
The effect of browsing should be estimated with a view to 
the need or otherwise for poisoning 9 e.g. "Severe browsing 
!lear unc-ut edge 1 light elsewhere etc." 
C. OFFICE WORIC. 
-------
If the area is not obviously entirely empty or fully 
stocked 1 a map should ~e prepared. A plan should be made showing 
strips and all plot points. At each plot point a sign is made to 
indicate whether the milacre is stocked, or the four milacre only 
is stocked, or neither are stocked (e.g. solid circle, hollow 
circle, and a cross, respectively.) 
1. RULES FOR lVIAPPING NATURAL REGENERATION. The boundary 
between-the "il'8tocked" and the hUiid'erstocked" area is drawn 
using the following rules:-
(a) if the milacre is unstacked it can only be in the 
stocked area if its-Lr=milacre is stocked or if both 
its neighbours on the same strip are either milacre 
or 4-milacre stocked. 
(b) if the milacre is sto~ked it may be in the understocked 
area if its neighbours-On the same strip are neither---
milacre nor 4-milacre stocked. 
( c) Where a stocked milacre occurs after two unstacked 
plots following the end of a stocked portion of the 
strip, and ~here field notes suggest no obvious 
change in stocking all three plots may be added to 
the stocked portion of the strip. 
e.g. jf 1 = milacre stocked. 
4 = 4-milacre stocked. 
0 =neither stocked. 
1,1.4.0.0.1 
but 1,1.4.0.0.4 
stocked for 
1 7 1,1.0.0.1 : are sto0ked 
; 11 11 11 0 . 0. 4 :; 11 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 1 1 are only 
tha first three plots. 
( d) It is generally inadvj_sable to pull out stocked or 
understocked sections of a strip of two plots or 
less in size unless other survey information shows 
that they are representative of ·the ar&a (e.g. 
Under the only tree with seed, small patch of 
unbumt seedbed etc.) Where one or two unstacked 
plots are adjacent to a type known to produce NO 
regeneration (e.g. unburnt or uncut forest) they 
can be mapped out as understocked. Similarly one 
or two stocked plots near a roadside often indicate 
a real stocking near the road edge even though the 
rest of the area may have little or no regeneration. 
(e) If a stocked section of strip falls below say 30% 
stocking by milacres but there is an unusually high 
ratioof 4 milacre to milacre stocking 9 it is likely 
that the seedlings are distributed in an unusually 
even way and the strip should be accepted as sto£ked. 
If tl1e stocking fells below 30% for any other reason 
the strip should be re-examined to remove further 
understocked sections. 
(f) Once the boundaries of the stocked and understocked 
areas have been established on the strip they should 
be interpolated between adjacent strips taking into 
account any features that might be responsible for 
the change in stocking. The boundary enclosing a 
stocked section of one strip should not be extended 
acros3 to a single stocked milacre or 4-milacre on 
an otherwise unstocked strip 9 unless field observat-
ions show that this is justifiable. Even crossing 
four chains to two sto0ked plots (1 or 4 milacres) 
should only be done with caution. 
This method of mapping tends to produce understocked 
areas with less than 10% mila0re stocking, usually much 
less. If in a marginal area the stocking for the under-
stocked portion exceeds 10% desvi~e all mapping care, further 
strips should be put in to increase the sample. With 
twice the information now available and the strip interval 
row only two chains the boundary between strips can be more 
confidently drawn. 
2. RULES FOR MAPPING BROADCAST SOWINGS. Vii th broadcast 
80Wirig8-i7Er see'C:l'Is diStrI'6Ut8d-mu:ch more evenly than from 
seed trees. This means that a lower percentage milacre 
stocking can be accepted for t~e---niarginal areas. Rule 
(e) should be modified to 25% when mapping broadcast 
so·:1ings, otherwise all other rules apply. 
3. R1Jhld_£:Q~~l!:ill_~...§.Q.Ylli:Ig;§.. Where S"9ot sowings are not 
st~ictly systematic because of logs, unsuitable seedbed 9 
human factors etc. and where the spacin5 of the spots is 
nominally 7' x 7' or less 1 mapping by milacres is very 
good. Again rule (d) should be modified to 25%. 
For spots spaced at much greater than 7' x 7' the 
system is not adequate. For wide spacings a much better 
method is to peg all spots on a proportion of the sowing 
lines at the ,ihme of so~~:g_g. If the spots are not pegged 
a high proportion of the unsuccessful spots will be missed. 
Pegging has been successfully tried in the Florentine 
where the additional cost is more than offset by the 
reli~bility of the survey results. Pegs are usually 1' 
long pieces of fencing wire dipped in red paint. When 
pegging there is a chance that the spot sower may take 
special care and so introduce a bias. This bias can be 
minimised by changing the Tiegger in the sowing team 
several times eacn day, This may even tend to improve 
the overall standard of the operation. 
/ 
I 
. ) 
4. 
5 • 
E§~UL~[. From the map three stocking figures can be 
obtained, - the percentage milacre stocking for the 
whole, for the "stocked", nnd for the "understocked" 
areas. 
Of even more value the area of each section 
is proportional to the number of plots in it e.g. 
number of plots multiplied by 0.4 (4 eh. x 1 eh.) or 
0.2 (2 eh. x 1 eh.) gives the approximate area in acres 
of the type. 
The map shows therefore how much area requires 
treatment and where it is. 
5. J2~JGN QE .... 'IE~~!~filiTS. Other field rmtes combined with 
the map should also indicate the nature of the unstocked 
area and so help in the planning of restocking treatments, 
e.g. if understocked area due to poor burn on which the 
vegetation is now faily tall and well established - · 
planting may be required, if vegetatioL is still low 
spot sowings may succeed, if due only to lack of seed 
trees in the area broadcast sowings would probably 
succeed, etc. 
Restocking treatments should be recommended at 
the time of the survey because the asses")or has the most 
complete knewledge of the area. 
6. RE-LOCATING THE AREA REQUIRING TRCATMENT. If several 
small unJerstocked-patches-arernapped™Out without being 
obviously related to some natural feature there will be 
difficulty in finding these areas again when restocking. 
This can only be overcome by sowing rather more than the 
minimum area and by "wasting" a little seed. 
The understocked are~s should be either easily 
re-identifiable by some obvious natural feature (e.g. 
aspect, ver~r poor burn etc.) or should be surrounded by 
a regular figure on the map including as much of the 
understocked a~3a and as little of the sto~ked area as 
possible. It is better to re-sow a regenerated pat~h 
than to fail to sow an unregen0rated one. This surr~und 
Jina should be ~learly shovvn on the map along with all 
inf~rmation required to find its take-off-point. 
D. ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TREATM~NTS. 
WW- --------
The treated areas should be assessed later as previously 
described, to gauge their success and to enable further 
treatments to be prescribed if necessary. 
July 1961. 
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,1 .APPENDIX TO PART I - MILACR.."S SURVBYS FOR YOUNG RfllGF!HERATION 
~~ .. ._ .. .....,ea ------e--~ 
1. Example of the Booking Details 
.001.1 Col.2 001_.3 Col.~ Col.6 
--- ---
11 B/D.r t Dist .• part atocl{ed 10 B Note seed tree. 
9 B ~6" 611 seedling· 
8 U/B Unburnt/Burnt 
7 u Map burn boundary 
6 u in f'icld. 
5 D/U 
4 Bf D v v Burnt paPt stkd. 3 D/B 4-~ilacre stocked. 
2 B v 811 8 11 seedl. on burn 
1 D v 2 11 2" u on dist. 
0 
- ------- -------
Ok-:>----
µot~ on location, 
6. I 
date, compass no., 
Strip No. .o,P. 5 -eh. No Spur Ri Bng 45 pacing or chain, 
14/ 0/60 o. 
assessor(s), strip 
Lords L 33 • No.45 Pacing .ABU. ToO.P.,number and 
I bearini;. 
2. Example of Survey Layout and Mappine; 
Strip 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
TOTAL 
i'iilacre Score 
3 out of 10 
3 0 II 18 
6 " " 17 
8 II II 18 
6 II " 21 
7 H " 17 
7 tl It 17 
11 II " 15 
8 If It 11 
5 tl II 17 
10 It ,, 17 
1 II tt 6 
-· • ---'11 
75 tl " 183 
Unde~.st.Q.q_~~g. __ ~e.~~ I 0/8 ·-= ov~ (:No seed teecs) 
II 1/20 = 5% (foostly unburnt) 
III 0/15 = 0% (Very dark, poor burn) 
TOTAL 1/43 ::: 2t% Area = 43x0.4 = 17acs. 
.i> 
STANDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR REGENERATION SURVEYS. 
- ----------
A. fl!TBO~.Q!IQ~ - The application of this type of survey 1 
the best times to survey. 
B. ~~QRY QFFIOE_!QRK - Making map sections, planning 
the survey. 
C. FIELD WORK - Strip layout and booking procedure. 
D. Q!!ICE_~Q._B[ - Mapping rules and results. 
E. MODIFICATIONS FOR CERTAIN CONDITIONS. 
--- --w --------w- ---
1 • 
A. INTRODUCTION. 
------
Stock mapping is designed to assess regeneration 
that has overcome early weed competition and which can be 
easily seen up to one chain away from the strip line. 
It is especially suited to fast growing eucalypts after 
about age four by which time they are usually 6' to 20' 
tall and above the fern layer which is generally less 
than 4' tall. Where other species such as silver wattle 
or musk coppice· grow almost as fast as the eucalypts the 
system is modified slightly. Stock mapping is probably 
most efficient from about age 3! to perhaps age 10. It 
is also useful where regeneration and advanced growth both 
contribute to the stocking. The sampling intensity is 40% 
but the count relatively inaccurate, compared with a very 
accurate count but of only i% intensity for milacre surveys. 
B. ~!R&TORY_QEEICE wog~. 
Sections of a 10 eh. map of a size that will comfortably 
fit on a booking board, are cut out and pasted on to cardboard. 
Parallel strips at 5 chain intervals are marked on the map in 
Indian ink. In addition, each strip is divided into sections 
one tenth of an inch long by short lines about 2/10" each side 
of the strips. This produces pairs of spaces about 1/10 x 2/10 
inches in size along each strip. This rainproof grid is now 
ready for the field. 
Only areas which are known to be capable of producing 
regeneration should be assessed e.g. areas with standing green 
remnant rain forest understorey are unlikely to regenerate 
properly without some major treatment. Similarly areas known 
to be regenerated by some other survey should not be assessed 
unless for comparative purposes. (e.g. area milacre surveyed 
previously etc.) 
c. ;E~_!Q_R[. 
The prepared map section takes the place of a field 
book. Also required are several very sharp pencils, a 
compass, a one chain band and two assessors. 
The strips are located in the field and mapping started. 
The Chainman moves forward one chain along the strip counting 
all trees visible within one chain of one side of the strip. 
At the end of the chain he stops while the booker catches up 
counting all trees, on the other side of the strip. The 
booker then enters his score and the Chainman's score into 
the appropriate spaces on the map sheet. Counts should only 
be made up to 25 for each plot, after that the total should be 
estimated. 
If either 1/10 ac. plot is not likely to become fully 
stocked with eucalypts the most important member of the other 
vegetation should also be noted in code form with the code and 
key recorded and kept constant for the survey, e.g. "P" for 
Pomaderris (Pear or Dogwood). 
The estimate of one chain from the line should be 
checked at the start and end of the strip. No assessment 
should be made b~tween strips on the tie-ins but all 
boundaries should be sketched-in. 
The boundary between various obvious degrees of 
stocking, between species, sites or other vegetation should 
be sketched in from one strip to the next, wherever possible 
in the field. 
' r• 
2. 
D. OFFICE WORK. 
After each day in .the field the pencil plot score and 
code letters should be inked-in with waterproof ink. This 
is especially important if the map section is to be taken out 
into the field again. 
At the end of the field work on an area a single map is 
prepared. Boundaries should be drawn as follows:-
1. All plots with five seedlings or less should be in 
the "Understocked" class except for the occasional 
isola~oile-In other classes. 
2. All plots with from 6 to 15 seedlings should be in 
the "scattere.£" class, with the same exception. 
3. All plots with 16 to 25 seedlings should be in the 
"£gougg_n class, with the same exception. 
4. All plots with 26 to 75 seedlings 1 should be in the 
".£§.£~~" class with the same exception. 
5. All plots with morG than 75 seedlings 1 should be 
classified as "Vef;z_Q~~" · 
This method of mapping will stratify the area into five 
classes. The average number of seedlings per plot should then 
be calculated for each class, and multiplied by 10 to give 
trees/acre. 
A fair copy map showing only the strip lines and the 
boundaries and the number of trees per acre per class should be 
made. The boundaries produced by this map should be checked in 
the field if possible, especially the one between "understocked" 
and "scattered". The vegetation on the "understocked" and 
"scattered" classes should be marked in colours corresponding to 
the code us ed. 
This "stock mapping" survey does not give an accurate 
total count of seedlings. It does give a reasonable estimate 
of the established seedlings. It also gives a useful map of 
the location~the various intensities of stocking, of species, 
and of the vegetations that have to be dealt with when restocking 
the "understocked" area. It is likely that the "scattered" 
class, although obviously not fully stocked will have sufficient 
trees which are c~nerally well enough distributed to make 
filling by planting uneconomic. 
Treatment such as planting, dozing, re-burning should be 
recommended where necessary at the time of the survey. 
E. MODIFICATIONS FOR CERTAIN CONDITIONS. 
1. In very dense stands the distance from the chain can be 
reduced to !eh. or even 10Jlre. for counting purposes 9 but 
the figure entered on the map section should be that 
equivalent to a l/10th. acre plot. The same applies 
where the competing vegetation is tall e.g. Silver Wattle. 
2. Where advance growth also occurs it is desirable, if 
possible 1 to enter seedling and advance growth scores 
separately for each plot. The distribution of the denser 
patches of advance growth may be of great value in stand 
management. 
e.g. 6/15 equals six advance growth, 15 seedlings. 
0/6 If Q II If 6 II 
21/0 II 21 !I II 0 II 
July 1961. 
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APPENDIX TO Plfil.t..1.l STOCK rIAPPE1TG OF OLDJi::~~ RSGEm~m.ATIOH 
(Figure not to scale) 
light burn) 'J:' 
near ck. v 
--5ch.---
Unburnt perimeter 
nostly "wet braclwn" 
Dense wattle 
(28RUi~q~ed 
area 
m B = Burnt 
D = Disturbed 
I-ID = Heavily 
Disturbed. 
W = 1.?attle (Acacia dealbata) 
WB = "·ilet bracken" (Histiopteris, ~3'Y1Jolcpis) 
L/B = Lightly Burnt 
U = Unburnt. 
In tl.i.is example the stocking classes "scatterecl" ru.1.d "dense" 
cover so little area that they have been lumped with 11enough". The 
wattle patch may require special treatment and has been mapped out 
separately 
,l'tl?.,c_~~ 1047 trees on 56 plots cP 187 trees/acre. 
~tle Are_q 28 II " 5 n = 56 II It 
Understocked 95 It u 49 " = 19 " II n •'"T"W*S __ ...__...._..,,.... 
TOTAL ..1J..:ZO. 1'fee.§_,_c>Jl 11 O....J2.l£.t§. = 1.06 trQQll.J25a.~ gqrq 
Areas of the various types ca11. be estimu ted by cli vic.J.in:.; 
the number of plots in the type by 4 to CT-· ve aceraec :-
§..t..Q.q_ke..Q.. 56/4 = 14 acrea 
Wattle 
----
5/4 = 1 acre~ 
Understocked 49/4= 12-~ acres ~- ... -
TOTAL== 11 O/~.zi .,Acres 
